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The Temptation of Gracie
THE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER A Reese Witherspoon x Hello Sunshine Book
Club Pick “There is so much to relate to and throughout the novel, there is a sharp
feminist edge. Loved this one, and you will too.”—New York Times bestselling
author Roxane Gay The New York Times bestselling author of The Wedding Date
serves up a novel about what happens when a public proposal doesn't turn into a
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happy ending, thanks to a woman who knows exactly how to make one on her own
When someone asks you to spend your life with him, it shouldn't come as a
surprise—or happen in front of 45,000 people. When freelance writer Nikole
Paterson goes to a Dodgers game with her actor boyfriend, his man bun, and his
bros, the last thing she expects is a scoreboard proposal. Saying no isn't the hard
part—they've only been dating for five months, and he can’t even spell her name
correctly. The hard part is having to face a stadium full of disappointed fans At the
game with his sister, Carlos Ibarra comes to Nik’s rescue and rushes her away from
a camera crew. He’s even there for her when the video goes viral and Nik’s social
media blows up—in a bad way. Nik knows that in the wilds of LA, a handsome
doctor like Carlos can't be looking for anything serious, so she embarks on an epic
rebound with him, filled with food, fun, and fantastic sex. But when their glorified
hookups start breaking the rules, one of them has to be smart enough to put on
the brakes

The Little Book of Big Lies
From the bestselling author of Crazy Rich Asians (Now a MAJOR MOTION PICTURE)
comes a deliciously fun story of family, fortune, and fame in Mainland China. Book
Two of the Crazy Rich Asians Trilogy It’s the eve of Rachel Chu’s wedding, and she
should be over the moon. She has a flawless Asscher-cut diamond, a wedding
dress she loves, and a fiancé willing to thwart his meddling relatives and give up
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one of the biggest fortunes in Asia in order to marry her. Still, Rachel mourns the
fact that her birthfather, a man she never knew, won’t be there to walk her down
the aisle. Then a chance accident reveals his identity. Suddenly, Rachel is drawn
into a dizzying world of Shanghai splendor, a world where people attend church in
a penthouse, where exotic cars race down the boulevard, and where people aren’t
just crazy rich … they’re China rich.

Now a Major Motion Picture
When Navy ensign Billy Grenville, heir to a vast New York fortune, sees showgirl
Ann Arden on the dance floor, it is love at first sight. And much to the horror of
Alice Grenville--the indomitable family matriarch--he marries her. Ann wants
desperately to be accepted by high society and become the well-bred woman of
her fantasies. But a gunshot one rainy night propels Ann into a notorious
spotlight--as the two Mrs. Grenvilles enter into a conspiracy of silence that will bind
them together for as long as they live. . . .

A Family Affair
An inspiring and illuminating guide to true self care, from the sage teacher and
breakout star of the critically acclaimed drama, Queen Sugar, from Executive
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Producers Oprah Winfrey and Ava DuVernay for OWN. Featured on Essence
Magazine's Culture List In all your years of schooling, did you ever take a single
class that explained how to navigate the hurt, drama, and fear that come with
living? Tina Lifford sure didn’t. She learned the hard way—through experience as
both a Hollywood actress and as the founder of the personal development network
The Inner Fitness Project. Now, she brings together her own hard-won insights as
well as those of her clients in this helpful and transformative guide. A blend of
personal anecdotes and meaningful, practical—and most important,
actionable—advice, The Little Book of Big Lies is the life skills class you need to
nurture the inner you and move beyond the past. In fourteen raw, personal stories,
Tina teaches you how to change your self-perception—to see yourself in the best
possible light, to love and honor what you see, and to forge a new sense of what’s
possible in every aspect of your life. But make no mistake, The Little Book of Big
Lies is not a “rah-rah” quick fix for fear and pain. Like physical fitness, building and
maintaining emotional strength requires continued effort. This invaluable book is
the foundation you need to start building inner health and well-being so you can
thrive. Tina guides you on a journey of self-discovery that will help you turn shame
into self-acceptance, self-rejection into self-love, blame into freedom, and old hurt
into power. Wise and powerful, The Little Book of Big Lies will completely change
how you think and live.

Summary of China Rich Girlfriend by Kevin Kwan
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For readers of The Light We Lost and Me Before You, a life-affirming, deeply
moving story about lies, loss and a love that is louder than words. “The premise
alone had me, but The Silent Treatment itself is just heartrendingly lovely. It’s
beautiful, so moving and clever. I truly adored it.” — Josie Silver, #1 New York
Times bestselling author of One Day in December A lifetime together. Six months
of silence. One last chance. By all appearances, Frank and Maggie share a happy,
loving marriage. But for the past six months, they have not spoken. Not a
sentence, not a single word. Maggie isn’t sure what, exactly, provoked Frank’s
silence, though she has a few ideas. Day after day, they have eaten meals
together and slept in the same bed in an increasingly uncomfortable silence that
has become, for Maggie, deafening. Then Frank finds Maggie collapsed in the
kitchen, unconscious, an empty package of sleeping pills on the table. Rushed to
the hospital, she is placed in a medically induced coma while the doctors assess
the damage. If she regains consciousness, Maggie may never be the same. Though
he is overwhelmed at the thought of losing his wife, will Frank be able to find his
voice once again—and explain his withdrawal—or is it too late? “A remarkably
assured debut which doesn’t go where you expect it to go. I very much look
forward to seeing what she writes next.” — Jojo Moyes, #1 New York Times
bestselling author

Tales of a Female Nomad
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China Rich Girlfriend by Kevin Kwan: Conversation Starters NYU professor Nicholas
Young and his Chinese-American girlfriend and economics professor Rachel Chu
are about to get married, but Rachel misses her unknown father. Nick's mother,
Eleanor, shows up uninvited during their wedding rehearsal and tells them that she
is finally giving her approval for them to get married. An accident reveals who
Rachel's father is and suddenly, Rachel and Nicholas find themselves having their
honeymoon in Shanghai. It turns out that Rachel's father is "China rich." This highly
entertaining novel is seen as a critique of China's hyper-accumulated wealth.
Author Kevin Kwan packs the novel with brand names of everything the rich touch
and eat. He shows the China rich's boastful and extravagant ways. Crazy Rich
Asians Trilogy is an international bestseller. The first book has been turned into a
film with an all-Asian star cast, the first time it has happened in international film
history in 20 years. A Brief Look Inside: EVERY GOOD BOOK CONTAINS A WORLD
FAR DEEPER than the surface of its pages. The characters and their world come
alive, and the characters and its world still live on. Conversation Starters is
peppered with questions designed to bring us beneath the surface of the page and
invite us into the world that lives on. These questions can be used to.. Create
Hours of Conversation: - Promote an atmosphere of discussion for groups - Foster a
deeper understanding of the book - Assist in the study of the book, either
individually or corporately - Explore unseen realms of the book as never seen
before Disclaimer: This book you are about to enjoy is an independent resource
meant to supplement the original book. If you have not yet read the original book,
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we encourage you to before purchasing this unofficial Conversation Starters.

The Proposal
While most think of Cuba as a mythical island of rum, rumba, and revolution,
period photographs reveal a more complexplace. I Was Cuba is an original look at
Cuban history as seen through the Ramiro Fernandez Collectionarguably the
world's leading archive of Cuban photos and ephemera. I Was Cuba showcases
rare, vernacular images from the nineteenth century through the revolutionary
period, exploring the everyday and the eccentric. With texts from famed Cuban
writer Reinaldo Arenas (Before Night Falls), this captivating volume is an intimate
view into a bygone era of glamour, political upheaval, and astounding visual
culture.

Destination Wedding
“With a cast of characters reminiscent of the French film Amélie, Féret-Fleury
creates a world that is delightful and enchantingLight and sweet as a bonbon, this
little confection of a book is delicious.” —Kirkus Reviews For fans of Amélie and The
Little Paris Bookshop, a modern fairytale about a French woman whose life is
turned upside down when she meets a reclusive bookseller and his young
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daughter. Juliette leads a perfectly ordinary life in Paris, working a slow office job,
dating a string of not-quite-right men, and fighting off melancholy. The only bright
spots in her day are her métro rides across the city and the stories she dreams up
about the strangers reading books across from her: the old lady, the math student,
the amateur ornithologist, the woman in love, the girl who always tears up at page
247. One morning, avoiding the office for as long as she can, Juliette finds herself
on a new block, in front of a rusty gate wedged open with a book. Unable to resist,
Juliette walks through, into the bizarre and enchanting lives of Soliman and his
young daughter, Zaide. Before she realizes entirely what is happening, Juliette
agrees to become a passeur, Soliman’s name for the booksellers he hires to take
stacks of used books out of his store and into the world, using their imagination
and intuition to match books with readers. Suddenly, Juliette’s daydreaming
becomes her reality, and when Soliman asks her to move in to their store to take
care of Zaide while he goes away, she has to decide if she is ready to throw herself
headfirst into this new life. Big-hearted, funny, and gloriously zany, The Girl Who
Reads on the Métro is a delayed coming-of-age story about a young woman who
dares to change her life, and a celebration of the power of books to unite us all.

Royal Holiday
An unforgettable tale of love lost and rediscovered, set in the enchanting backdrop
of Italy—from internationally bestselling author Santa Montefiore, whose books
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have sold more than 6 million copies worldwide. Love may be lost, but it’s not gone
forever. When Gracie Burton stumbles upon a weeklong cooking course at Castello
Montefosco, a castle in the sun-kissed Tuscan countryside, she cannot resist the
opportunity to revisit the past she left behind in Italy. Since her husband’s death
eight years earlier, Gracie has grown apart from her daughter, Carina, a highpowered businesswoman in London and her granddaughter, Anastasia, who would
rather spend her time on her phone than with her family, but both women decide
to join her. Little do they know that a lifetime of secrets await them in Italy. Over
the course of the week, Gracie reveals the truth about what has drawn her back to
the castle and its owner, the mysterious Count Bassanelli. Carina and Anastasia
are shocked to discover that Gracie spent fifteen years in Italy as an apprentice to
her uncle, a renowned art restorer and collector. While there, she fell madly in
love. Now, forty-one years later, she has returned in hopes of righting past wrongs.
With the help of Mamma Bernadetta’s magical recipes and the kindness of her
fellow guests, Gracie reconnects with her family and together, all three women
learn that love once lost, is not gone forever. The Temptation of Gracie is a
poignant, timeless tale of grand romance, a story of women through the
generations, and a reminder that it’s never too late to love.

Wonderful Town
Kevin Kwan, bestselling author of Crazy Rich Asians, is back with a wickedly funny
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new novel of social climbing, secret e-mails, art-world scandal, lovesick billionaires,
and the outrageous story of what happens when Rachel Chu, engaged to marry
Asia's most eligible bachelor, discovers her birthfather. On the eve of her wedding
to Nicholas Young, heir to one of the greatest fortunes in Asia, Rachel should be
over the moon. She has a flawless Asscher-cut diamond from JAR, a wedding dress
she loves more than anything found in the salons of Paris, and a fiancé willing to
sacrifice his entire inheritance in order to marry her. But Rachel still mourns the
fact that her birthfather, a man she never knew, won't be able to walk her down
the aisle. Until: a shocking revelation draws Rachel into a world of Shanghai
splendor beyond anything she has ever imagined. Here we meet Carlton, a Ferraricrashing bad boy known for Prince Harry-like antics; Colette

Ghost Species
After a boating accident takes her beautiful singing and speaking voice from her,
Elyse d'Abreau, the youngest of six sisters, leaves her home in Tobago to stay in
an Oregon seaside town where Christian Kane, a notorious playboy, challenges her
to express herself and to overcome her fear of the sea.

When Life Gives You Lululemons
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If you think Brazilian is a nationality, that PJ's are pyjamas and that Beyond is
somewhere far away, then you have never met a Bergdorf Blonde. Plum Syke's
heroine is British but has moved to America, working for a glossy magazine. She
takes us with her into the glamorous world of Park Avenue Princesses who careen
through New York in search of the ever elusive 'Fiance,' the perfect fake tan and
that Chanel from the sample sale. In a fabulously witty style, Plum Sykes makes us
root for her glorious heroine all the way from New York to the South of France and
back by PJ (private jet.) She will get her Harry Winston and her Vera Wang wedding
dress yet!

The Girl Who Reads on the Métro
Starting over means looking back for a mother and daughter on the road to
reinventing themselves in a moving novel about family secrets and second
chances by Wall Street Journal bestselling author Jamie Beck. Seventeen years ago,
two pink stripes on a pregnancy test changed Anne Sullivan's life. She abandoned
her artistic ambitions, married her college sweetheart before graduation, and--like
the mother she lost in childhood--devoted herself to her family. To say she didn't
see the divorce coming is an understatement. Now, eager to distance herself from
her ex and his lover, she moves with her troubled daughter, Katy, to the quaint
bayside town of Potomac Point, where she spent her childhood summers. But her
fresh start stalls when the contractor renovating her grandparents' old house
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discovers a vintage recipe box containing hints about her beloved grandmother's
hidden past. Despite the need to move forward, Anne is drawn into exploring the
mysterious clues about the woman she's always trusted. Gram's dementia is
making that harder, and the stakes intensify when Katy's anxieties take an
alarming turn. Amid the turmoil, uncovered secrets shatter past beliefs, forcing
each woman to confront her deepest fears in order to save herself.

The Dirty Book Club
Fandom and first love collide in in this joyful, feminist contemporary romance from
acclaimed author Cori McCarthy—perfect for fans of Rainbow Rowell and Ashley
Poston Iris Thorne wants to blaze her own path. That's easier said than done when
you're the granddaughter of M. E. Thorne, famous author of the Elementia series,
hailed as the feminist response to J. R. R. Tolkien's Lord of the Rings. And with a
major motion picture adaptation of her grandmother's books in the works, Iris can
say goodbye to her dream of making her own way in the music industry. When Iris
and her brother get invited to the film set in Ireland, she's pretty sure the trip will
be a nightmare. Except Iris can't deny the rugged beauty of the Irish countryside.
And brushing shoulders with the hot, young cast isn't awful, especially the
infuriatingly charming lead actor, Eamon O'Brien. Iris even finds the impassioned
female director inspiring. But when the filming falls into jeopardy, everything Iris
thought she knew about Elementia—and herself—is in question. Will making a film
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for the big screen help Iris to see the big picture?

The Button War
The true story of an ordinary woman living an extraordinary existence all over the
world. “Gelman doesn’t just observe the cultures she visits, she participates in
them, becoming emotionally involved in the people’s lives. This is an amazing
travelogue.” —Booklist At the age of forty-eight, on the verge of a divorce, Rita
Golden Gelman left an elegant life in L.A. to follow her dream of travelling the
world, connecting with people in cultures all over the globe. In 1986, Rita sold her
possessions and became a nomad, living in a Zapotec village in Mexico, sleeping
with sea lions on the Galapagos Islands, and residing everywhere from thatched
huts to regal palaces. She has observed orangutans in the rain forest of Borneo,
visited trance healers and dens of black magic, and cooked with women on fires all
over the world. Rita’s example encourages us all to dust off our dreams and
rediscover the joy, the exuberance, and the hidden spirit that so many of us bury
when we become adults.

Four Feet Tall and Rising
Filled with everything you need to live a luckier life, Luck: The Essential Guide is
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here with information, advice, or if you just have to knock on wood.

Bergdorf Blondes
Preparing to marry heir Charles Broughton, attractive accountant's daughter Edith
Lavery makes humorous and astute observations about contemporary England's
class system. A first novel by the screenplay writer of Gosford Park. Reprint.
100,000 first printing.

Snobs
New York City is not only The New Yorker magazine's place of origin and its
sensibility's lifeblood, it is the heart of American literary culture. Wonderful Town,
an anthology of superb short fiction by many of the magazine's most accomplished
contributors, celebrates the seventy-five-year marriage between a preeminent
publication and its preeminent context with this collection of forty-four of its best
stories from (so to speak) home. East Side? Philip Roth's chronically tormented
alter ego Nathan Zuckerman has just moved there, in "Smart Money." West Side?
Isaac Bashevis Singer's narrator mingles with the customers in "The Cafeteria"
(who debate politics and culture in four or five different languages) and becomes
embroiled in an obsessional romance. And downtown, John Updike's Maples have
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begun their courtship of marital disaster, in "Snowing in Greenwich Village."
Wonderful Town touches on some of the city's famous places and stops at some of
its more obscure corners, but the real guidebook in and between its lines is to the
hearts and the minds of those who populate the metropolis built by its pages. Like
all good fiction, these stories take particular places, particular people, and
particular events and turn them into dramas of universal enlightenment and
emotional impact. Each life in it, and each life in Wonderful Town, is the life of us
all. Including these stories from the magazine's most iconic writers: “The FiveFourty-Eight” by John Cheever “Distant Music” by Ann Beattle “Sailor off the
Bremen” by Irwin Shaw “Physics” by Tama Janowitz “The Whore of Mensa” by
Woody Allen “What it was Like, Seeing Chris” by Deborah Eisenberg “Drawing
Room B” by John O’Hara “A Sentimental Journey” by Peter Taylor “The Balloon” by
Donald Barthelme “Another Marvellous Thing” by Laurie Colwin “The Failure” by
Jonathan Franzen “Apartment Hotel” by Sally Benson “Midair” by Frank Conroy
“The Catbird Seat” by James Thurber “I See You, Bianca” by Maeve Brennan
“You’re Ugly, Too” by Lorrie Moore “Signs and Symbols” by Vladimir Nabokov
“Poor Visitor” by Jamaica Kincaid “In Greenwich, There Are Many Gravelled Walks”
by Hortense Calisher “Some Nights When Nothing Happens Are the Best Nights in
this Place” by John McNulty “Slight Rebellion Off Madison” by J. D. Salinger
“Brownstone” by Renata Adler “Partners” by Veronica Geng “The Evolution of
Knowledge” by Niccolo Tucci “The Way We Live Now” by Susan Sontag “Do the
Windows Open?” by Julie Hecht “The Mentocrats” by Edward Newhouse “The
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Treatment” by Daniel Menaker “Arrangement in Black and White” by Dorothy
Parker “Carlyle Tries Polygamy” by William Melvin Kelley “Children Are Bored on
Sunday” by Jean Stafford “Notes from a Bottle” by James Stevenson “Man in the
Middle of the Ocean” by Daniel Fuchs “Me Spoulets of the Splendide” by Ludwig
Bemelmans “Over by the River” by William Maxwell “Baster” by Jeffrey Eugenides
“The Second Tree from the Corner” by E. B. White “Rembrandt’s Hat” by Bernard
Malamud “Shot: A New York Story” by Elizabeth Hardwick “A Father-To-Be” by Saul
Bellow “Farewell, My Lovely Appetizer” by S. J. Perelman “Water Child” by Edwidge
Danticat “The Smoker” by David Schickler

The Heir Affair
"In an alternate America, princesses Beatrice and Samantha Washington and the
two girls wooing their brother, Prince Jefferson, become embroiled in high drama in
the most glorious court in the world."--Provided by publisher.

Luck
A GOOD MORNING AMERICA Book Club Pick! "Kevin Kwan's new book is his most
decadent yet." --Entertainment Weekly The iconic author of the bestselling
phenomenon Crazy Rich Asians returns with the glittering tale of a young woman
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who finds herself torn between two men: the WASPY fiancé of her family's dreams
and George Zao, the man she is desperately trying to avoid falling in love with. On
her very first morning on the jewel-like island of Capri, Lucie Churchill sets eyes on
George Zao and she instantly can't stand him. She can't stand it when he gallantly
offers to trade hotel rooms with her so that she can have a view of the Tyrrhenian
Sea, she can't stand that he knows more about Casa Malaparte than she does, and
she really can't stand it when he kisses her in the darkness of the ancient ruins of a
Roman villa and they are caught by her snobbish, disapproving cousin Charlotte.
"Your mother is Chinese so it's no surprise you'd be attracted to someone like
him," Charlotte teases. The daughter of an American-born Chinese mother and a
blue-blooded New York father, Lucie has always sublimated the Asian side of
herself in favor of the white side, and she adamantly denies having feelings for
George. But several years later, when George unexpectedly appears in East
Hampton, where Lucie is weekending with her new fiancé, Lucie finds herself
drawn to George again. Soon, Lucie is spinning a web of deceit that involves her
family, her fiancé, the co-op board of her Fifth Avenue apartment building, and
ultimately herself as she tries mightily to deny George entry into her world--and
her heart. Moving between summer playgrounds of privilege, peppered with
decadent food and extravagant fashion, Sex and Vanity is a truly modern love
story, a daring homage to A Room with a View, and a brilliantly funny comedy of
manners set between two cultures.
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All the Devils Are Here
A practical and accessible guide to an ancient but rapidly changing culture—now
revised and updated Perfect for business, pleasure, or armchair travelers, China A
to Z explains the customs, culture, and etiquette essential for any trip or for
anyone wanting to understand this complex country. In one hundred brief, readerfriendly essays alphabetized by subject, this fully revised and updated edition
provides a crash course in the etiquette and politics of contemporary China as well
as the nation’s geography and venerable history. In it, readers will discover: · How
the recently selected President and his advisors approach global relations · Why
China is considered the fastest growing market for fashion and luxury goods · What
you should bring when visiting a Chinese household · What’s hot in Chinese art ·
How recent scandals impact Chinese society From architecture and body language
to Confucianism and feng shui, China A to Z offers accessible and authoritative
information about China.

Crazy Rich Asians
Newbery Medalist Avi delivers a stark, unflinching account of the boys of a tiny
Polish village during the Great War who are determined to prove themselves with a
simple dare that spins disastrously out of control.
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Party of Two
Crazy Rich Asians is the outrageously funny debut novel about three super-rich,
pedigreed Chinese families and the gossip, backbiting, and scheming that occurs
when the heir to one of the most massive fortunes in Asia brings home his ABC
(American-born Chinese) girlfriend to the wedding of the season. When Rachel Chu
agrees to spend the summer in Singapore with her boyfriend, Nicholas Young, she
envisions a humble family home, long drives to explore the island, and quality time
with the man she might one day marry. What she doesn't know is that Nick's
family home happens to look like a palace, that she'll ride in more private planes
than cars, and that with one of Asia's most eligible bachelors on her arm, Rachel
might as well have a target on her back. Initiated into a world of dynastic splendor
beyond imagination, Rachel meets Astrid, the It Girl of Singapore society; Eddie,
whose family practically lives in the pages of the Hong Kong socialite magazines;
and Eleanor, Nick's formidable mother, a woman who has very strong feelings
about who her son should--and should not--marry. Uproarious, addictive, and filled
with jaw-dropping opulence, Crazy Rich Asians is an insider's look at the Asian
JetSet; a perfect depiction of the clash between old money and new money;
between Overseas Chinese and Mainland Chinese; and a fabulous novel about
what it means to be young, in love, and gloriously, crazily rich.
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Rich People Problems
A chance meeting with a handsome stranger turns into a whirlwind affair that gets
everyone talking. Dating is the last thing on Olivia Monroe's mind when she moves
to LA to start her own law firm. But when she meets a gorgeous man at a hotel bar
and they spend the entire night flirting, she discovers too late that he is none other
than hotshot junior senator Max Powell. Olivia has zero interest in dating a
politician, but when a cake arrives at her office with the cutest message, she can't
resist--it is chocolate cake, after all. Olivia is surprised to find that Max is sweet,
funny, and noble--not just some privileged white politician she assumed him to be.
Because of Max's high-profile job, they start seeing each other secretly, which
leads to clandestine dates and silly disguises. But when they finally go public, the
intense media scrutiny means people are now digging up her rocky past and
criticizing her job, even her suitability as a trophy girlfriend. Olivia knows what she
has with Max is something special, but is it strong enough to survive the heat of
the spotlight?

American Royals
Andrea Tang is living the dream: she is a successful lawyer with a posh condo and
fun-loving friends who always know about Singapore's hottest clubs. So what if
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she's about to become the lone unmarried member of her family. Yet being the
Last Tang Standing sends Andrea into a tailspin and makes her question her life.
When an encounter with handsome, wealthy entrepreneur Eric Deng offers her a
glimpse of a lavish future, Andrea decides to give him a chance. But why can't she
stop thinking about Suresh, her annoyingly attractive office rival and the last man
her relatives would approve of?

The Summer of Chasing Mermaids
Luigi Francis Shorty Rossi, the tough-talking, fedora-wearing star of Animal Planet’s
hit show Pit Boss, may stand only four feet tall but that hasn’t stopped him from
living large, becoming a successful businessman and an outspoken advocate for pit
bulls, the most misunderstood breed of dog in the world. A third generation dwarf,
ex-gang member, and ex-con, Shorty knows what it’s like to be misunderstood and
in this candid memoir, he shares his personal story for the first time. No one
expected Shorty to live let alone succeed, and yet he has, overcoming every
challenge, from an abusive home to the violent streets and gangs of South Central
LA, to the notorious cell blocks of Folsom Prison where he was imprisoned for
attempted murder. After 10 years, 10 months, and 10 days behind bars, Shorty
gained his freedom and the chance to put his entrepreneurial and negotiation skills
to the test. He cut the ribbon on his own business, Shortywood, with three goals: to
turn his life around, act as a talent agent for little people and establish and fund
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charities that advocate for, rescue and place abandoned or abused pit bulls into
safe homes. In the process, he became a reality-TV star. Now, with Hercules, his
rescued pit bull and newly trained service dog by his side, Shorty continues to save
pits from the basements and backyards of breeders and abusers while taking on
new and even bigger challenges. And nothing is gonna stand in his way. Shorty
Rossi is four feet tall—and rising.

Truth of the Matter
From the author of the #1 New York Times bestselling series The Clique comes Lisi
Harrison's debut adult novel about four modern-day strangers who inherit a dirty
book club that was started in the 1960s. M.J. Stark's life is picture-perfect—she has
a dream job as a magazine editor, a sexy doctor boyfriend, and a glamorous life in
Manhattan. But behind her success, she can't shake a deep sense of loneliness, so
when her boyfriend offers her a completely new life in California, she decides to
give it a try. Once there, M.J. is left to fend for herself in a small California beach
town, with only the company of her elderly neighbor, Gloria. One day M.J. receives
a mysterious invitation and a copy of Prim: A Modern Woman's Guide to Manners.
She recognizes the book as an outdated classic, but when she opens it, she
discovers that it's actually a copy of Fear of Flying by Erica Jong and the invitation
is to join Gloria's secret book club—one that only reads erotic books. Out of
curiosity, M.J. goes to the meeting at a local bookstore, and discovers three other
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women who have also been selected by the club's original members—who have
suddenly left the country to honor a fifty-year-old pact. As these unlikely friends
bond over naughty bestsellers, each woman shares not only the intimate details of
her own sex life, but all areas of her life. Inspired by the characters in the novels
they read—and the notes passed down by the club's original members—the new
members of The Dirty Book Club help each other find the courage to rewrite their
own stories and risk it all for a happy ending.

The Two Mrs. Grenvilles
Real families aren't always the ones you know about A Family Affair is where it all
beganHeartache, Betrayal, Forgiveness, Redemptionall wrapped up in the people
you will love to love, and those you will love to hate! When Christine Blacksworth’s
larger-than-life father is killed on an icy road in Magdalena, New York, a hundred
miles from the “getaway” cabin he visited every month, she discovers a secret that
threatens everything she’s always held to be true. Her father has another family
that includes a mistress and a daughter. Determined to uncover the truth behind
her father’s secret life, Christine heads to Magdalena, prepared to hate the people
who have caused her to question everything she thought she knew about her
father. But what she finds is a woman who understands her, a half sister who
cherishes her, and a man who could love her if she’ll let him. The longer she’s
around them, the more she questions which family is the real one. Truth In Lies
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Series: Book One: A Family Affair Book Two: A Family Affair: Spring Book Three: A
Family Affair: Summer Book Four: A Family Affair: Fall Book Five: A Family Affair:
Christmas, a novella Book Six: A Family Affair: Winter Book Seven: A Family Affair:
The Promise Book Eight: A Family Affair: The Secret Book Nine: A Family Affair: The
Wish Book Ten: A Family Affair: The Gift Book Eleven: A Family Affair: The
Weddings, a novella Book Twelve: A Family Affair: The Cabin, a novella Book
Thirteen: A Family Affair: The Return Book Fourteen: A Family Affair: The Choice
Book Fifteen: A Family Affair: The Proposal Book Sixteen: A Family Affair: Bonus
Scenes Book Seventeen: A Family Affair: The Homecoming Book Eighteen: A Family
Affair: The Decision Meals From Magdelena A Family Affair Cookbook BONUS: An
Excerpt from A Family Affair Spring, Book Two at the end of this book. Attention
Book Clubs! Click here for a Book Club Discussion Guide for A Family Affair. This
story is filled with moral ambiguity, difficult choices, and second chances—all great
topics for conversation and contemplation.

Last Tang Standing
"The only way to bring down the Sith's most dangerous warrior may be to join
forces with the dark side"--Back cover.

Sex and Vanity
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From the internationally bestselling author of The Windfall. . . . What could go
wrong at a lavish Indian wedding with your best friend and your entire family? “A
witty and romantic novel perfect for all readers.”—Terry McMillan, author of It’s Not
All Downhill From Here When Tina Das finds herself at a crossroads both
professionally and personally, she wonders if a weeklong trip to Delhi for her
cousin’s lavish wedding might be just the right kind of escape. Maybe a little time
away from New York will help get her mind straight about her stalled career, her
recent breakup, and her nagging suspicion that she’ll never feel as at home in
America as she does in India. Tina hopes this destination wedding, taking place at
Delhi’s poshest country club, Colebrookes, will be the perfect way to reflect and
unwind. But with the entire Das family in attendance, a relaxing vacation is
decidedly not in the cards. Her amicably divorced parents are each using the
occasion to explore new love interests—for her mother, a white American
boyfriend, for her father, an Indian widow arranged by an online matchmaker—and
Tina’s squarely in the middle. A former fling is unexpectedly on the guest list, a
work opportunity is blurring the lines of propriety on several fronts, and her best
friend Marianne’s terrible penchant for international playboys is poised to cause all
sorts of chaos back home. The accommodations are swanky, the alcohol is topshelf, but this family wedding may be more drama than Tina can bear and could
finally force her to make the choices she’s spent much of her life avoiding. Infused
with warmth and charm, Destination Wedding grapples with the nuances of family,
careers, belonging, and how we find the people who make a place feel like home.
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China Rich Girlfriend
Grey’s Anatomy meets Scrubs in this brilliant debut novel about a young doctor’s
struggle to survive residency, love, and life. Having spent the last twentysomething years with her nose in a textbook, brilliant and driven Norah Kapadia
has just landed the medical residency of her dreams. But after a disastrous first
day, she's ready to quit. Disgruntled patients, sleep deprivation, and her duty to be
the "perfect Indian daughter" have her questioning her future as a doctor. Enter
chief resident Ethan Cantor. He's everything Norah aspires to be: respected by the
attending physicians, calm during emergencies, and charismatic with his patients.
And as he morphs from Norah’s mentor to something more, it seems her luck is
finally changing. But when a fatal medical mistake is made, pulling Norah into a
cover-up, she must decide how far she’s willing to go to protect the secret. What if
“doing no harm” means putting herself at risk?

China Rich Girlfriend
INSTANT #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER PARADE MAGAZINE – ONE OF FALL'S
MOST ANTICIPATED BOOKS AN AMAZON BEST OF THE MONTH – SEPTEMBER
CRIMEREADS – ONE OF FALL'S MOST ANTICIPATED BOOKS AARP'S MOST
ANTICIPATED BOOKS OF FALL The 16th novel by #1 bestselling author Louise
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Penny finds Chief Inspector Armand Gamache of the Sûreté du Quebec
investigating a sinister plot in the City of Light On their first night in Paris, the
Gamaches gather as a family for a bistro dinner with Armand’s godfather, the
billionaire Stephen Horowitz. Walking home together after the meal, they watch in
horror as Stephen is knocked down and critically injured in what Gamache knows is
no accident, but a deliberate attempt on the elderly man’s life. When a strange key
is found in Stephen’s possession it sends Armand, his wife Reine-Marie, and his
former second-in-command at the Sûreté, Jean-Guy Beauvoir, from the top of the
Tour d’Eiffel, to the bowels of the Paris Archives, from luxury hotels to odd, coded,
works of art. It sends them deep into the secrets Armand’s godfather has kept for
decades. A gruesome discovery in Stephen’s Paris apartment makes it clear the
secrets are more rancid, the danger far greater and more imminent, than they
realized. Soon the whole family is caught up in a web of lies and deceit. In order to
find the truth, Gamache will have to decide whether he can trust his friends, his
colleagues, his instincts, his own past. His own family. For even the City of Light
casts long shadows. And in that darkness devils hide.

The White Coat Diaries
For fans of Crazy Rich Asians: Meet the Wangs, the unforgettable immigrant family
whose spectacular fall from glorious riches to (still name-brand) rags brings them
together in a way money never could. Charles Wang, a brash, lovable businessman
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who built a cosmetics empire and made a fortune, has just lost everything in the
financial crisis. So he rounds up two of his children from schools that he can no
longer afford and packs them into the only car that wasn’t repossessed. Together
with their wealth-addicted stepmother, Barbra, they head on a cross-country
journey from their foreclosed Bel-Air home to the Upstate New York retreat of the
eldest Wang daughter, Saina. “Highly entertaining” (BuzzFeed), this “fresh Little
Miss Sunshine” (Vanity Fair) is a “compassionate and bright-eyed novel” (New York
Times Book Review), an epic family saga, and a new look at what it means to
belong in America. “When the Wangs take the world, we all benefit” (USA Today).
A New York Times Book Review Editors’ Choice An October 2016 Indie Next Pick A
PopSugar Best Book for Fall A BuzzFeed Incredible Book for Fall A Nylon Amazing
Book for Fall A Bustle Book for Your Fall TBR List A Millions Most Anticipated Book A
Frisky Book to Read for Fall

China A to Z
A luxurious yacht in the Sea of Cortez, a birthday cruise for one of the world's most
beautiful women and an invitation no one can refuse. The Power Trip—take it if you
dare. From Hollywood icon and mega-seller Jackie Collins comes a thrilling New
York Times bestseller, The Power Trip, set on a state of the art luxury yacht off the
coast of Cabo San Lucas. A tropical getaway with a cast of global power-hungry
elites turns sour when they find out maybe they don't control as much of the world
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as they thought . . . In The Power Trip you will meet Aleksandr Kasianenko, a
billionaire Russian oligarch, as he sets sail on The Bianca. You'll meet his sexy
supermodel girlfriend, whom The Bianca is named after, and five dynamic,
powerful, and famous couples invited on the yacht's maiden voyage: Hammond
Patterson, a driven Senator, and his lovely but unhappy wife, Sierra; Cliff Baxter, a
charming, never-married movie star, and his ex-waitress girlfriend, Lori; Taye
Sherwin, a famous black UK footballer and his interior designer wife, Ashley; Luca
Perez, a male Latin singing sensation with his older decadent English boyfriend,
Jeromy; and Flynn, a maverick journalist with his Asian renegade female friend,
Xuan. You will also meet Russian mobster, Sergei Zukov, a man with a grudge
against Aleksandr. And Sergei's Mexican beauty queen girlfriend, Ina, whose
brother, Cruz, is a master pirate with orders to hold The Bianca and its illustrious
rota of guests for ransom. The Power Trip explorers the decadent playgrounds of
the super-rich . . . and leaves you hungry for more.

The Power Trip
“The Devil Wears Prada’s Emily Charlton gets the spin-off she deserves”
(Cosmopolitan) in the months-long New York Times bestseller from Lauren
Weisberger in which three women team up to bring a bad man down in the tony
suburb of Greenwich, Connecticut. Welcome to Greenwich, Connecticut, where the
lawns and the women are perfectly manicured, the Tito’s and sodas are extra
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strong, and everyone has something to say about the infamous new neighbor.
Let’s be clear: Emily Charlton does not do the suburbs. After leaving Miranda
Priestly, she’s been working in Hollywood as an image consultant to the stars, but
recently, Emily’s lost a few clients. She’s hopeless with social media. The new
guard is nipping at her heels. She needs a big opportunity, and she needs it now.
When Karolina Hartwell, a gorgeous former supermodel, is arrested, her fall from
grace is merciless. Her senator-husband leaves her, her Beltway friends disappear,
and the tabloids pounce. In Karolina, Emily finds her comeback opportunity. But
she quickly learns Greenwich is a world apart and that this comeback needs a
team approach. So it is that Emily, the scorned Karolina, and their mutual friend
Miriam, a powerful attorney turned stay-at-home mom, band together to navigate
the social land mines of suburban Greenwich and win back the hearts of the
American public. Along the way, an unexpected ally emerges in one Miranda
Priestly. With her signature wit, Lauren Weisberger offers an alluring look into a
sexy, over-the-top world—and proves it’s style and substance together that gets
the job done. “A delicious sequel to The Devil Wears Prada…exploring what it’s like
to be a woman buffeted by conflicting messages about career, relationships, and
motherhood” (The Washington Post), When Life Gives You Lululemons is “amazing
novel about…truth, lies and how everyone is a little bit insecure” (Associated
Press). “Fast-paced, funny, and gossipy, this is the must-have accessory for your
beach bag” (PopSugar).
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The Silent Treatment
From the New York Times bestselling author of The Proposal and a “rising star in
the romance genre” (Entertainment Weekly) comes a dazzling new novel about a
spontaneous holiday vacation that turns into an unforgettable romance. Vivian
Forest has been out of the country a grand total of one time, so when she gets the
chance to tag along on her daughter Maddie’s work trip to England to style a royal
family member, she can’t refuse. She’s excited to spend the holidays taking in the
magnificent British sights, but what she doesn’t expect is to become instantly
attracted to a certain private secretary, his charming accent, and unyielding
formality. Malcolm Hudson has worked for the Queen for years and has never given
a personal, private tour—until now. He is intrigued by Vivian the moment he meets
her and finds himself making excuses just to spend time with her. When flirtatious
banter turns into a kiss under the mistletoe, things snowball into a full-on fling.
Despite a ticking timer on their holiday romance, they are completely fine with
ending their short, steamy affair come New Year’s Day. . .or are they?

The Last Queen
In an intimate portrayal of high-concept big ideas, can we engineer ourselves out
of a problem of our own making? Set against the backdrop of rapidly approaching
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climate catastrophe, scientists Kate Larkin and Jay Gunesekera are recruited by
tech billionaire and mogul Davis Hucken to the forests of Tasmania, Australia. His
Foundation's mission is not only halting the effects of climate change, but to reengineer and reverse the damage through the ambitious process of reviving
species lost to the earth over time through natural and unnatural means. Including
a clandestine ambition to resurrect the Neanderthals. When Eve, the first child, is
born and grows up in a world crumbling around her, questions arise that her and
Kate must face. Is she human or not, real or unnatural, and is she the ghost
species or are we? As more and more of us are waking up to the truth about our
climate, and our need to reverse the damage we have caused, James Bradley's
novel is incredibly timely, poignant and reflective on what it means to be human
on a personal and a global scale.

I Was Cuba
From the New York Times bestselling author of Crazy Rich Asians (now a MAJOR
MOTION PICTURE) and China Rich Girlfriend, here is the uproarious conclusion to
the Crazy Rich Asians Series. Esquire Best Books of 2017 Kirkus Best Fictional
Families of 2017 Book Three of the Crazy Rich Asians Series When Nicholas Young
hears that his grandmother, Su Yi, is on her deathbed, he rushes to be by her
bedside—but he's not alone. The entire Shang-Young clan has convened from all
corners of the globe to stake claim on their matriarch’s massive fortune. With each
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family member vying to inherit Tyersall Park—a trophy estate on 64 prime acres in
the heart of Singapore—Nicholas’s childhood home turns into a hotbed of
speculation and sabotage. As her relatives fight over heirlooms, Astrid Leong is at
the center of her own storm, desperately in love with her old sweetheart Charlie
Wu, but tormented by her ex-husband—a man hell bent on destroying Astrid’s
reputation and relationship. Meanwhile Kitty Pong, married to China’s second
richest man, billionaire Jack Bing, still feels second best next to her new stepdaughter, famous fashionista Colette Bing. A sweeping novel that takes us from
the elegantly appointed mansions of Manila to the secluded private islands in the
Sulu Sea, from a kidnapping at Hong Kong’s most elite private school to a surprise
marriage proposal at an Indian palace, caught on camera by the telephoto lenses
of paparazzi, Kevin Kwan's hilarious, gloriously wicked new novel reveals the longburied secrets of Asia's most privileged families and their rich people problems.

The Wangs vs. the World
Making it up the aisle was the easy part: Rebecca "Bex" Porter must survive her
own scandals and adjust to royal British life in this "timely and positively delicious"
follow-up to The Royal We that's "just as fun, charming, and delightful as the first"
(Taylor Jenkins Reid) After a scandalous secret turns their fairy-tale wedding into a
nightmare, Rebecca "Bex" Porter and her husband Prince Nicholas are in selfimposed exile. The public is angry. The Queen is even angrier. And the press is
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salivating. Cutting themselves off from friends and family, and escaping the world's
judgmental eyes, feels like the best way to protect their fragile, all-consuming
romance. But when a crisis forces the new Duke and Duchess back to London, the
Band-Aid they'd placed over their problems starts to peel at the edges. Now, as old
family secrets and new ones threaten to derail her new royal life, Bex has to face
the emotional wreckage she and Nick left behind: with the Queen, with the world,
and with Nick's brother Freddie, whose sins may not be so easily forgotten -- nor
forgiven.

Dark Disciple: Star Wars
In this stunning novel, C. W. Gortner brings to life Juana of Castile, the third child of
Queen Isabel and King Ferdinand of Spain, who would become the last queen of
Spanish blood to inherit her country’s throne. Along the way, Gortner takes the
reader from the somber majesty of Spain to the glittering and lethal courts of
Flanders, France, and Tudor England. Born amid her parents’ ruthless struggle to
unify and strengthen their kingdom, Juana, at the age of sixteen, is sent to wed
Philip, heir to the Habsburg Empire. Juana finds unexpected love and passion with
her dashing young husband, and at first she is content with her children and her
married life. But when tragedy strikes and she becomes heir to the Spanish throne,
Juana finds herself plunged into a battle for power against her husband that grows
to involve the major monarchs of Europe. Besieged by foes on all sides, Juana vows
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to secure her crown and save Spain from ruin, even if it costs her everything.
BONUS: This edition contains an excerpt from C. W. Gortner's The Queen's Vow.
Praise for The Last Queen “This moving tale of Juana la Loca (the Mad) vividly recreates the passion, politics, and betrayals that drove a smart and spirited queen
to the brink of insanity . . . or perhaps, as C. W. Gortner suggests, to the pretense
of insanity–a pretense that baffled Juana’ s enemies and led to triumph for her
children and her country. The Last Queen is an absorbing account of one of
history’s most fascinating women, from her never-before-told point of
view.”—Donna Woolfolk Cross, author of Pope Joan “I ached for this intelligent, oneof-a-kind queen. Her struggle and passion kept me up until the early hours of the
morning. A page-turner, a nail-biter, an eye-opener: I loved being possessed by
The Last Queen!”—Ki Longfellow, author of The Secret Magdalene “A vibrant
tapestry of love and hate . . . brings to life an extraordinary queen at an
unforgettable time in history.”—Sandra Worth, author of Lady of the Roses “An
exquisite evocation of a dangerous era and of a forgotten queen.”—Holly Payne,
author of The Virgin’ s Knot “Gripping and unforgettable . . . captures Juana of
Castile’s electrifying drama.”—Judith Merkle Riley, author of The Water Devil
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